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Faddeev three-body approach
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The second-order Faddeev-Watson-Lovelace approximation in a modified form is applied to charge transfer
from hydrogenlike target atoms by a fully stripped energetic projectile ion. The state-to-state, nlm→n�l�m�,
partial transition amplitudes are calculated analytically. The method is specifically applied to the collision of
protons with hydrogen atoms, where differential cross sections of different transitions are calculated for
incident energies of 2.8 and 5.0 MeV. It is shown that the Thomas peak is present in all transition cross
sections. The partial cross sections are then summed and compared with the available forward-angle experi-
mental data, showing good agreement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As charged particles traverse an absorbing medium at
high energies, they lose kinetic energy due to elastic, inelas-
tic, rearrangement, and break-up processes. In particular the
charge transfer process is responsible for producing a high
energy neutral projectile as the particle passes through the
medium. As a consequence a knowledge of this process is
important in many different areas of science and technology
�1,2�.

The process in which an energetic projectile ion impinges
on a neutral target atom and scatters off, after capturing an
electron to form an atom, has been studied for a long time
both experimentally and theoretically. Indeed charge transfer
to protons by atomic hydrogen, the simplest of the rearrange-
ment processes, drew considerable attention. Various meth-
ods were employed to calculate differential cross sections for
the charge transfer process in the collision of protons with
atomic hydrogen, which is a three-body problem. The con-
tinuum distorted wave �CDW� theory �3�, the strong-
potential Born �SPB� approach �4�, the distorted-wave Born
�DWB� method �5�, and the boundary-corrected first and
second-Born �B1B and B2B� approximations �6,7� are just
some examples of the theories applied to investigate this
process at moderate and high energies. For energetic colli-
sions, an appropriate perturbation method was developed to
study the three-body problem in which the Schrödinger
equation for the three-body wave functions was converted
into appropriate integral equations. These include such ex-
amples as the Lippmann-Schwinger equations or distorted
wave integral equations �8�. In the CDW approach, which is
widely applied to ion-atom collisions, the Coulomb interac-
tions between different fragments in the initial and final
states are also taken into account.

A fully quantum mechanical three-body theory, which is
specially applicable to the charge transfer process at moder-
ate and high scattering energies, is the Faddeev-Watson-

Lovelace �FWL� theory �9–11�. In this formalism, the single
non-Fredholmian Lippmann-Schwinger �LS� integral equa-
tion is split into three coupled integral equations. The kernel
of the resultant set of three coupled integral equations is
connected and compact, and therefore the Faddeev equations
have unique solutions for reasonable interaction potentials.
The Faddeev formalism has been modified for long range
Coulomb interactions by several authors �12,13�. At high en-
ergies, Alston �13–15� has calculated the 1s→1s differential
cross sections for charge transfer in proton-hydrogen colli-
sions by means of a second-order FWL scattering formalism.
Another version �16� of the FWL theory was applied to
evaluate both the total and differential cross sections, for
proton-hydrogen 1s→1s transitions. Finally we note that a
modified second-order FWL formalism, especially designed
for charge transfer in the collision of projectile ions with
complex atoms, has been derived by Ghanbari, Adivi, and
Bolorizadeh �17�. In a recent work, Vinitsky et al. �18� con-
ducted numerical calculations of the second Born and the
second Born-Faddeev approximations for charge transfer in
the collision of a proton with hydrogen atom, under the ki-
nematical conditions of small scattering angles and high im-
pact energies.

Charge transfer cross sections were measured experimen-
tally, for p-H collisions, by Vogt et al. �19� and Martin et al.
�20�, where the final state of the product was not analyzed.
Thus, the differential cross sections were measured for
charge transfer into all final states of the scattered bound
system. On the other hand, the available theoretical studies
only included the charge transfer from 1s state of the target
hydrogen to the 1s state of the product for the p-H collision.
This is perhaps due to the labor involved in the computation
of state-to-state cross sections for charge transfer from a
specified initial state, i�nlm, of the target, into another
specified final state, f �n�l�m�, of the projectile atom.

The present work reports analytical expressions for nlm
→n�l�m� charge transfer differential cross sections, as calcu-
lated by means of a second-order approximation of the FWL
three-body approach. In the second-order FWL charge trans-
fer amplitude, five terms are present where the first-Born*Corresponding author. Email address: mabolori@mail.uk.ac.ir
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amplitude is determined analytically �21�. In addition, a
symmetric-impulse approximation is applied to derive a
closed-form for the second-order nuclear-electronic ampli-
tude �22�. The rest of the terms are calculated numerically.
Note that the numerical routines are computationally expen-
sive and sometimes involve quite large errors. As a conse-
quence we intend to find the exact analytical forms of the
first order internuclear, the second-order nuclear-electronic,
and the second-order internuclear amplitudes in order to cal-
culate the differential cross sections. In our method Gegen-
bauer polynomials, which are components of the radial parts
of the initial and final wave functions in momentum space,
are expanded in terms of the powers of their arguments in an
efficient manner. Using the integral representation of the
gamma functions and performing the integrals analytically
leads to the closed-form expressions of the state-to-state
charge transfer amplitudes, in a second-order approximation.
In this paper, atomic units are used unless specified
otherwise.

The plan of the paper is as follows. A brief outline of the
FWL formalism is given in Sec. II, while in Sec. III a closed
form for the second-order nuclear-electronic amplitude is de-
rived, as well as the closed-forms of the three internuclear
partial amplitudes. Following this, we present results where
the calculated differential cross sections are compared with
the relevant experimental measurements and other theoreti-
cal calculations. Concluding remarks are made in Sec. V. An
appendix is also included, in order to keep the paper com-
prehensive and to introduce the parameters and quantities
which appear throughout the manuscript.

II. THEORY

Consider a three-body scattering process in which a pro-
jectile ion P with charge ZP is incident on a two-body
bounded subsystem composed of an electron e and a target
ion T with charge ZT. At sufficiently high impact energies,
the collision of the projectile and target results in each of the
three possible exit channels �excitation, break-up, or rear-
rangement� which can be described by an appropriate transi-
tion matrix. These transition matrices are expressed in terms
of three auxiliary T-matrices, �1, �2, and �3, as defined by
Newton �23� and reviewed by Chen �24�. An appropriate
form of the Faddeev equations governing the set of auxiliary
� operators is given by;

��1

�2

�3
� = � 0

TPe

TPT
� + � 0 TTe TTe

TPe 0 TPe

TPT TPT 0
�G0

�+���1

�2

�3
� �1�

in which Txy =Vxy +VxyG0
�+�Txy is the two-body T matrix de-

scribing the interaction between particles x and y with mu-
tual interaction potential Vxy, and G0

�+� is the free three-body
Green’s function. Zeros along the diagonal of the square ma-
trix remove the self-coupling of the auxiliary operators. This
property eliminates the disconnected terms in the kernel of
the once-iterated Faddeev equations. For interaction poten-
tials, where there is an absence of the self-coupling terms,
this assures the uniqueness of the solution for the Faddeev
equations.

Charge transfer is a rearrangement process and the present
discussion of the FWL approach concentrates on its transi-
tion operator, �R, related to the auxiliary T matrices as
follows;

�R = VPe + �1 + �3. �2�

Equation �1� is usually solved through the Neumann iterative
method. By inserting the Neumann expansions for �1 and �3
into Eq. �2�, one derives the Faddeev-Watson multiple scat-
tering expansion �24,25� of the charge transfer process. The
expanded form of �R is

�R = VPe + TPT + TTeG0
�+�TPT + TTeG0

�+�TPe + TPTG0
�+�TPe + ¯ .

�3�

Neglecting the higher order terms, the second-order Faddeev
amplitude for charge transfer,

AFWL = �f 	�R	i
 , �4�

is deduced with five partial components. Both the first-Born
amplitude, AB1= �f 	VPe	i
, and the second-order nuclear-
electronic amplitude, Ae

�2�= �f 	TTeG0
�+�TPe	i
, arise from the di-

rect transfer of the electron, while the three remaining partial
amplitudes, An

�1�= �f 	TPT	i
, An
�2a�= �f 	TTeG0

�+�TPT	i
 and An
�2b�

= �f 	TPTG0
�+�TPe	i
, arise from internuclear scattering. The

most general integral forms of the components, participating
in the second-order FWL charge transfer amplitude corre-
sponding to the collision of a completely stripped projectile
ion with a hydrogenlike target atom, are evaluated elsewhere
�15,17,22�. However, the closed forms of these integral
expressions will be evaluated and/or discussed in the next
section.

III. AMPLITUDE EVALUATION

A. The first-Born amplitude; AB1

The first-order Born amplitude, AB1, is independent of the
two-body interaction potential. This amplitude, Eq. �A1� �see
Appendix�, depends just on the initial and final wave func-
tions denoted by �i and � f, respectively. The analytical form
of the first-Born amplitude is given by �21�;

AB1 = − 4�3�K2 − 2� f�� f
*�K��i�− J�

= − 4�3�J2 − 2�i�� f
*�K��i�− J� , �5�

where the momentum conservation in the process is K+J
+v=0. The quantities not defined throughout the discussions
in Sec. III–V are presented in the Table I.

B. The second-order nuclear-electronic amplitude; Ae
„2…

The second-order nuclear-electronic amplitude, Ae
�2�

= �f 	TTeG0
�+�TPe	i
, is the quantum mechanical description of

the Thomas double-scattering mechanism. Classically, the
“active” electron is scattered by the target ion after being
“kicked off” the hydrogen atom by the projectile in such a
manner that the electron finally has almost the same speed
and direction as the projectile. These successive collisions
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are described by T matrices TPe and TTe, respectively, while
the propagation of the electron between the collisions is de-
scribed by the free Green’s function G0

�+�. As discussed in the
Appendix, the integral form of the second-order nuclear-
electronic amplitude is simplified to Eq. �A13�. The two in-
ner integrals are Hankel transforms and the outer one is a
Fourier transform. The radial part of the initial target state
wave function is

Rnl�ki� = Nnl

ki
l

�ki
2 − 2�i�l+2Cn−l−1

l+1 �1 +
4�i

ki
2 − 2�i

� , �6�

where

Nnl = �2��3/224l+5n�n − l − 1�!
��n + l�! �1/2

l!�− 2�i��2l+5�/4,

�i�nlm= �−Z2 /2n2� and Cn−l−1
l+1 �x� are the normalization factor,

the electron energy in the bound state of the target and the
Gegenbauer polynomial, respectively. This is further simpli-
fied by expanding the Gegenbauer polynomials in terms of
powers of �ki

2+�i�−1,

Cn−l−1
l+1 �1 −

2�i

ki
2 + �i

� = �
s=0

n−l−1

Anl,s� �ki
2 + �i�−s, �7�

in which Anl,s� is the expansion coefficient and �i=−2�i. Sub-
stituting Eq. �7� into Eq. �6�, a convenient expanded form for
Rnl�ki� is derived as follows:

Rnl�ki� = �
s=0

n−l−1

Anl,ski
l�ki

2 + �i�−s−l−2, �8�

where Anl,s=NnlAnl,s� . The radial part of the final projectile
state wave function, Rn�l��kf�, is deduced by replacing i, n, l,
and m in Eqs. �6�–�8� with f , n�, l�, and m�, respectively.
These latter expansions of the radial parts for the initial state
of the target and for the final state of the projectile are sub-
stituted in Eq. �A13� and the result is

Ae
�2� = Blm,l�m� �

s=0

n−l−1

�
s�=0

n�−l�−1

Anl,sAn�l�,s�

��
0

�

dxx�eiaxIls
	P��i,x�Il�s�

	T �� f,bx� , �9�

where

Ils

 ��,x� = �

0

�

dkkl+2jl�kx��k2 + ��−�l+s+2+
�. �10�

The inner integrals, Ils
	P��i ,x� and Il�s�

	T �� f ,bx�, are found by
evaluating the integral 10 through the following procedure.
Using the integral representation of the gamma function
�Eq. �A11��, we have

Ils

 ��,x� =

1

��l + s + 
 + 2��0

�

dyy�l+s+1+
�

��
0

�

dkkl+2e−y�k2+��jl�kx� . �11�

The inner integral in the latter equation has the simple form
of

�
0

�

dkkl+2e−y�k2+��jl�kx� = 2−l−2�1/2xly−l−3/2e−y��+x2/4y2�,

�12�

which is inserted into Eq. �11� to simplify it to;

Ils

 ��,x� =

2−l−2�1/2xl

��l + s + 
 + 2��0

�

dyys+
−1/2e−y��+x2/4y2�.

�13�

The final form of Ils

 �� ,x� is reached in terms of the Bessel

functions of the third kind, K��x�, as;

TABLE I. A Table of the parameters used throughout the manuscript.

Quantity Definition Quantity Definition

MT mass of the target 	P�T� iZP�T�
a /v

MP mass of projectile � 	P+	T

ki momentum of the initial target electron state �a� iZPZT /v�iZP
a ZT

a /v�
k f momentum of the final projectile electron state �P�T� iZP�T� /v

�i energy of the electron in the initial target state �a�e� Za�e� /v

� f energy of the final electron state �e arg ��1− i�e�
ZT target’s charge � v2−J2+2�i

ZP projectile’s charge a � /2 K

ZP�T�
a asymptotic charge of the projectile �P� or target �T� b J/K

ZP�T�
e effective charge of the projectile �P� or target �T� Ei

1
2v2−v ·ki+�i

K momentum transfer to the target Ef
1
2v2+v ·k f +� f

J momentum transfer to the projectile E 1
2�nv2

v projectile’s velocity �n MPMT / �MP+MT�
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Ils

 ��,x� =

2−l−s−
−3/2�1/2�−1/4�2s+2
+1�

��l + s + 
 + 2�

� xl+s+
+1/2K−s−
−1/2���x� . �14�

Substituting the corresponding closed forms �Eq. �14�� for
the integrals, Ils

	P��i ,x� and Il�s�
	T �� f ,bx� into Eq. �9�, one

derives;

Ae
�2� = Blm,l�m� �

s=0

n−l−1

�
s�=0

n�−l�−1

Anl,sAn�l�,s�
2−3−l−l�−s−s�−���i

−1/4�2s+2	P+1�bl�+s�+	T+1/2� f
−1/4�2s�+2	T+1�

��l + s + 	P + 2���l� + s� + 	T + 2�

� �
0

�

dxx1+l+l�+s+s�+2�eiaxK−s−	P−1/2���ix�K−s�−	T−1/2�b�� fx� . �15�

Gathering all x-independent coefficients into expression
DnlmsP,n�l�m�s�T��i ,� f�, and introducing the integral
J�� ,a ,�P ,�T ,��i ,b�� f� as follows;

J��,a,�P,�T,��i,b�� f� = �
0

�

dxx�eiaxK�P
���ix�K�T

�b�� fx�

�16�

gives the following simplified form of the second-order
nuclear-electronic amplitude:

Ae
�2� = �

s=0

n−l−1

�
s�=0

n�−l�−1

DnlmsP,n�l�m�s�T��i,� f�J�2� + l + l� + s + s�

− 1,a,− 1
2 − s − 	P,− 1

2 − s� − 	T,��i,b�� f� . �17�

The termination of the sums over the s and s� at the finite
upper limits n− l−1 and n�− l�−1, respectively, assures that
the amplitude is definite and single valued provided that the
one-dimensional integral J is finite. The one-dimensional in-
tegrals, J, are evaluated to give a closed-form expression for
the second-order nuclear-electronic amplitude in terms of the
generalized Gaussian hypergeometric functions 3F2 and F4.
This has been accomplished and fully discussed by applying
a symmetric impulse approximation on the amplitude �22�.
One can follow the same procedure given in Ref. �22�, which
is valid here as well, to obtain a similar closed-form for the
partial amplitude Ae

�2�. The only difference is the appearance
of the pure complex variable � as the exponent of the x, and
	T and 	P as the orders of the Bessel functions of the third
kind.

C. The first-order internuclear amplitude; An
„1…

The second first-order term in Eq. �3�, TPT, leads to the
first-order internuclear amplitude An

�1�. Inserting the expan-
sions of the radial parts of the initial and final wave func-
tions, Eq. �8�, into the integrals of Eq. �A17�, the first-order
internuclear amplitude is simplified as follows:

An
�1� = C1f �

s=0

n−l−1

Anl,s�
0

�

dkiki
2+l�ki

2 − 2�i�−2−l−s+a

+ C1i �
s�=0

n�−l�−1

An�l�,s��
0

�

dkfkf
2+l��kf

2 − 2� f�−2−l�−s�+a
.

�18�

To find the exact form of the first-order internuclear ampli-
tude, one has to calculate the integrals, �ls


 ���, of the form

�ls

 ��� = �

0

�

dkkl+2�k2 + ��−�l+s+2+
�. �19�

By introducing the integral representation of the gamma
function into Eq. �19�, it will reduce to

�ls

 ��� =

1

��l + s + 
 + 2��0

�

dyy�l+s+1+
��
0

�

dkkl+2e−y�k2+��,

�20�

where the inner integral has a simple closed form given by;

�
0

�

dkkl+2e−y�k2+�� = 1
2�� l + 3

2
�y−�l+3�/2e−�y . �21�

Substituting Eq. �21� into Eq. �20�, rearranging some terms,
and performing the final one-dimensional integral, yields

�ls

 ��,x� =

�� l + 3

2
��� l + 1

2
+ s + 
�

2��l + s + 
 + 2��s+
+�l+1�/2 . �22�

Thus, the final closed-form for the first-order internuclear
amplitude is obtained by combining Eqs. �22�, �19�, and �18�
as follows:
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An
�1� = C1f �

s=0

n−l−1

Anl,s

�� l + 3

2
��� l + 1

2
+ s − a�

2��l + s − a + 2��i
s−a+�l+1�/2

+ C1i �
s�=0

n�−l�−1

An�l�,s�

�� l� + 3

2
��� l� + 1

2
+ s� − a�

2��l� + s� − a + 2�� f
s�−a+�l�+1�/2

.

�23�

D. The second-order internuclear amplitude; An
„2a…

The first second-order internuclear amplitude describes
another possible double-scattering mechanism. In that
mechanism the projectile suffers a collision with the target
nucleus and scatters at 60 degrees. This collision is followed
by another target-electron collision in such a manner that the
final bound system is detected at roughly sixty degrees to the
forward direction for heavy targets. These subsequent colli-
sions, in this mechanism, are described by T matrices TPT

and TTe, respectively, while the free Green’s function G0
�+�

describes the free propagation of the system between the
collisions. The general integral form of the An

�2a� amplitude is
given by Eq. �19� in the Appendix. Introducing the expansion
for the radial parts of the wave functions, Eq. �8�, into Eq.
�19�, generates a new simplified form for the second-order
internuclear amplitude as follows:

An
�2a� = C2 �

s=0

n−l−1

Anl,s�
0

�

dkiki
2+l�ki

2 − 2�i�−2−l−s+a

� �
s�=0

n�−l�−1

An�l�,s��
0

�

dkfkf
2+l��kf

2 − 2� f�−2−l�−s�−	T.

�24�

The final closed-form for this partial amplitude can be ob-
tained by combining Eqs. �19�, �22�, and �24� as follows:

An
�2a� = C2 �

s=0

n−l−1

Anl,s

�� l + 3

2
��� l + 1

2
+ s − a�

2��l + s − a + 2��i
s−a+�l+1�/2

� �
s�=0

n�−l�−1

An�l�,s�

�� l� + 3

2
��� l� + 1

2
+ s� + 	T�

2��l� + s� + 	T + 2�� f
s�+	T+�l�+1�/2

.

�25�

E. The second-order internuclear amplitude; An
„2b…

The next second-order internuclear amplitude describes a
third possible double scattering mechanism, in which the
projectile ejects the electron from the target. The projectile
then scatters off the target nucleus into the same direction as
the electron, thus forming a bound system. For heavy targets,
in this case, the final pair �P+e� emerges at an angle
60 degrees to the forward direction. In a quantum mechani-

cal treatment of the process, the subsequent collisions and
the free propagation of the system are described by T matri-
ces, TPe and TPT, and the Green’s function G0

�+�, respectively,
although this last mechanism is not classically allowed. The
amplitude, An

�2b�, takes a simple form, Eq. �20�, which can be
further simplified by introducing the expansion for the radial
parts of the wave functions, Eq. �8�, into it to give;

An
�2b� = C3 �

s=0

n−l−1

Anl,s�
0

�

dkiki
2+l�ki

2 − 2�i�−2−l−s−	P

� �
s�=0

n�−l�−1

An�l�,s��
0

�

dkfkf
2+l��kf

2 − 2� f�−2−l�−s�+a
.

�26�

Once again, substituting Eqs. �19� and �22� into Eq. �26�,
leads us to derive the following form for the amplitude:

An
�2b� = C3 �

s=0

n−l−1

Anl,s

�� l + 3

2
��� l + 1

2
+ s + 	P�

2��l + s + 	P + 2��i
s+	P+�l+1�/2

� �
s�=0

n�−l�−1

An�l�,s�

�� l� + 3

2
��� l� + 1

2
+ s� − a�

2��l� + s� − a + 2�� f
s�−a+�l�+1�/2

.

�27�

In a quantum-mechanical treatment of charge transfer each
of the double scattering mechanisms, described previously,
can contribute to the overall charge transfer amplitude at any
angle as a result of the momentum spread of the initial and
final bound states. By summing the five calculated partial
amplitudes in Eqs. �5�, �17�, �23�, �25�, and �27� we find the
total second-order FWL amplitude

AFWL = AB1 + Ae
�2� + An

�1� + An
�2a� + An

�2b�. �28�

The procedure described is applied to calculate the labora-
tory frame state-to-state charge transfer differential cross sec-
tion from a specific initial state, i�nlm, of the target, to the
designated final state of the product, f =n�l�m�, in a three-
body collision of an energetic ion with hydrogenlike target
atoms;

�nlm→n�l�m� = �d�i→f

d�
�

lab

=
1

4�2 MT
2 Kf

Ki
	AFWL	2 =

1

4�2 MT
2 Kf

Ki
	�f 	�R	i
	2,

�29�

where Ki and K f are the initial and the final heavy-particle
wave vectors in the whole-system center of mass reference
frame, respectively. A simpler notation will be used to
discuss the results
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�n�l� = �
m�=−l�

l�

�100→n�l�m�, �30�

since the initial state of the target is 1s and the spectroscopic
characters replace the l� values.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The FWL method is now applied to calculate the state-to-
state differential charge transfer cross sections for an arbi-
trary transition, nlm→n�l�m�, in the collision of protons
with atomic hydrogen. Here, charge transfer is assumed from
the ground state of the atomic hydrogen target to the final
bound states of the projectile up to n=6, where all five par-
tial terms contribute to the transition amplitude. These calcu-
lations are restricted to incident energies of 2.8 and 5.0 MeV,
corresponding to velocities 10.6 and 14.1 a.u., respectively,
for which the experimental data are reported by Vogt et al.
�19�.

Figure 1 presents the differential cross sections versus the
scattered angle in the laboratory frame ��lab� for 1s→1s,
1s→2s, and 1s→2p transitions. These are denoted as �1s,
�2s, and �2p, respectively, at both incident energies. The �2s
and �2p cross sections are summed to find the differential
cross sections, �2, for capturing into the final orbital �shell�
labeled by principal quantum number n=2, as also shown in
Fig. 1. As can be inferred from this figure, all the curves
show two distinctive structures that are respectively called
the “kinematic peak” and the “Thomas peak.” The Thomas
peak is the structure at about 0.47 mrad �as a hump or peak�
and the term responsible for it is the second-order nuclear-
electronic amplitude. On the other hand, the kinematic peak
is quite broad and is located at more forward angles. The first
Born amplitude is the most enhanced term whose main con-
tribution is to the kinematic peak with only a negative real
part and, therefore, a phase of �. Other terms in the second
order FWL amplitude present different effects on these two
peaks. The angular distribution of �2p is different from those
of �1s and �2s both in shape and magnitude, mainly due to
the zero contribution of the second-order internuclear term
for non-s-state charge transfer. The small contribution from
the second-order nuclear-electronic amplitude and the angu-
lar distribution of the three degenerate final wave functions
corresponding to m=0, ±1 and the complex l dependence of
the partial cross sections is also noted. The maximum prox-
imity of �2p to the �2s occurs in a region about the Thomas
angle, while the maximum discrepancy occurs in the lower
and upper angular regions. Thus, the �2s and �2 curves al-
most match everywhere except near the Thomas peak. We
also note, however, that the angular distribution of �2 is
similar to that of �1s, but smaller in magnitude.

The second-order nuclear-electronic amplitude, Ae
�2�, con-

tributes mainly to the Thomas peak, although it has a partial
destructive effect on the kinematic peak as is shown in Figs.
2 and 3. The absolute value of the second-order nuclear-
electronic term, 	Ae

�2�	, in the charge transfer collision of
5.0 MeV incident protons on hydrogen atoms, is plotted in
Fig. 2 for the final states 1s, 2s, 4s, 4p0, 4d0, 4f0, and 4f2,

where the spectroscopic notation nlm is used. In addition
their corresponding phases, ��Ae

�2��, are plotted in Fig. 3. The
absolute values and the phases of Ae

�2� show different depen-
dencies on quantum numbers l and m in the kinematic peak,
Thomas peak, and at higher angles. We observe that the
shape of the kinematic peak is strongly dependent on the
final state wave function, ranging from two distinct struc-
tures for the final state 4f0 �a broad peak below 0.2 mrad and
a “hump” at angles larger than 0.2 mrad� to a single hump at
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FIG. 1. The angular distribution of the state-to-state charge
transfer differential cross sections in the collision of protons with
hydrogen atoms, for the final states of 1s, 2s, 2p, and n=2. Data are
plotted for �a� 2.8 MeV and �b� 5.0 MeV incident energies.
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0.2 mrad for the final state 4f2, which also does not have the
very forward peak otherwise apparent. The phase of the am-
plitudes shows the effect of this term on the final charge
transfer cross section. For example, the second-order
nuclear-electronic amplitude has a destructive effect on the
total cross sections below the Thomas angle for the final
projectile states 1s, 2s, 4s, and 4d0 and a constructive effect
at higher angles. As also shown in Fig. 3, ��Ae

�2�� changes
once, twice or three times by a value of more than �, for the
final projectile states 4p0, 4d0, and 4f0, respectively, about
the Thomas peak.

The first-order internuclear amplitude has two terms, one
of them being nonzero for the target’s s state and the other
one being for the projectile’s s state. However, the second-
order internuclear amplitude is only affecting the s-wave par-
tial cross sections for charge transfer. Absolute values and
the phases for the amplitudes of the 1s-1s transition are com-
pared in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. As was noted before, the
first Born term dominates at forward angles with a phase of
� and thereafter decreases monotonically with scattering
angle. The second-order nuclear-electronic amplitude has a
kinematic peak in addition to a hump near the Thomas angle.
Its phase is close to zero at forward angles and approaches to
−2 radians at larger scattering angles �see Fig. 5�. This has a
destructive interference effect with the first-Born term at the
kinematic peak and a partial constructive interference at
larger angles. Nonetheless, the second-order nuclear-
electronic term dominates over the first Born amplitude at
angles higher than 0.3 mrad. The first- and the second-order
internuclear terms have a phase difference of about

3.4 radians which cancel each other, but the three internu-
clear terms have a destructive effect on the total amplitude of
the 1s-1s electron transfer amplitude in the angular range of
up to 0.7 mrad. It can be seen that the second-order internu-
clear term dominates the first-order internuclear term over
the whole range of the angular distribution and the internu-
clear terms are the dominant amplitude at angles higher than
0.7 mrad. This is shown in Fig. 4. Thus, the internuclear
terms will contribute significantly to the total cross sections
�integrated over all angles� for charge transfer.

The differential cross sections �3s, �3p, �3d, and their
sum, �3, for 5.0 MeV bombarding energy are presented in
Fig. 6. The �3p values lie between those of �3s and �3d,
where the radial symmetry of both the initial wave function,
1s, and the final wave function, 3s, causes the charge transfer
into the 3s state to be more probable than charge transfer into
3p and 3d subshells at angles below 1 mrad. This result can
be generalized to all other shells described by principle quan-
tum number n; i.e., charge transfer into the s state of an
orbital is dominant over charge transfer into all higher l val-
ues. The dependence of the cross sections on l values at the
kinematic peak is different from those at the Thomas peak.
The Thomas peak changes less with l value, as compared
with the kinematic peak, causing it to look “lumpier” at
higher l values. Nonetheless, the variation of the cross sec-
tions with the l values is significant enough to cause �3 to be
almost equal to �3s, at all angles except in the Thomas peak
region. Similar features can be found for the charge transfer
to final orbitals labeled by n=4, n=5, and n=6, although
they are not plotted here to reduce the length of the
manuscript.
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In Fig. 7, differential cross sections for charge transfer
from the ground state of the hydrogen target atoms to the
final orbitals, n=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, of the final compound
product are compared at the incident energy 5.0 MeV. This
figure again shows the Thomas peak and the kinematic peak.
The total differential charge transfer cross section, ��, is
shown in this figure as the sum of �1, �2, �3, �4, �5, and �6.
All curves are similar in shape but different in magnitude,
and the differential cross sections decrease as the principal

quantum number, n, increases. �1s dominates over all the
other partial cross sections at all angles in the range of inter-
est. According to n−3 scaling rule, the all-state differential
cross sections can be approximated by ��=�i=1

n �i

+�i=n
� � n3

i3 ��n when �i �i=1,2 , . . . ,n� are calculated. Specially,
it is usual practice that the total differential cross sections
summed over all the final states is estimated by means of the
n−3 scaling rule, once the result for 1s→1s transition is
available. An inset is therefore presented in Fig. 7, where the
quantity n3�n �for n=1, 3, and 5� is plotted against the scat-
tering angle, showing that the partial cross sections can be
roughly scaled by the factor n−3. Our analysis of the proton-
hydrogen collisions shows that the ratio of �1 and ��,
�� /�1, is about 1.2 at all angles. Therefore �1 is approxi-
mately equal to 85 percent of the total differential cross sec-
tion for transitions to all possible final bound states.

In Fig. 8, the present FWL results are compared with the
available experimental measurement �19� and with results
obtained from other theoretical methods such as B2F �18�,
CDW �3�, DWB �5�, and SPB �4� formalisms. The behavior
over the entire range of the scattering angles can be divided
into three approximate angular subregions, in which the su-
perposition of the first- and second-order amplitudes causes
dissimilar behavior in the angular distribution. The first sub-
region is the forward scattering region extending to the po-
sition of an interference minimum between the single and
double scattering amplitudes. The second is a double scatter-
ing region centered close to the Thomas angle. The last sub-
region is the large scattering region in which a rapid mono-
tonic decrease of the partial cross sections occurs. The B2F
results �18� are reported to be applicable only for the first
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subregion of the scattering angles, up to the Thomas angle.
However, even in this small angular range the FWL results
are in better agreement with the experiment, as compared
with the results obtained by the B2F method. Also, in this
same angular region the agreement between the FWL calcu-
lation and the experimental data is better than that for the
CDW, DWB, and SPB results. Figure 8 also indicates a local
minimum in the angular distribution between the kinematic
peak and the Thomas peak. The depth of this minimum is
quite different in the different theoretical calculations, as
well as for the experimental results. For an incident energy
of 2.8 MeV the depth of this minimum is shallow in the case
of the experimental measurements, B2F, CDW, and our FWL
calculations, while the minimum is deep for the DWB and
SPB cases. However, the CDW and B2F calculations fail to
show a proper overall angular distribution. In the case of
5.0 MeV incident energy, this minimum is shallow only for
the FWL calculations and the experimental results, it is in
fact rather deep for all the other theoretical calculations. Not-
withstanding this observation, the CDW and the B2F results
do show a somewhat better angular distribution when com-
pared with the experimental data. At larger scattering angles
all the theory curves approach each other, but again the FWL
calculations provide a better estimate of the measurements.
This comparison confirms the good agreement of the FWL
results with the shape and the absolute values of the angular
distribution of the experiment results in all three of the an-
gular subregions of interest.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The main goal of this investigation has been to demon-
strate that the FWL three-body approach is a valuable, pow-
erful, and yet relatively easy method for calculating the en-
ergetic ion-atom scattering processes. To this end, a
calculation method based on the FWL formalism was applied
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to derive the exact closed-form expressions for the differen-
tial state-to-state, nlm→n�l�m�, charge exchange cross sec-
tions in collisions between an energetic projectile ion and a
hydrogenlike target atom, where the final product is also as-
sumed to be a hydrogenlike atom. We have investigated the
charge transfer process in proton-hydrogen collision by
means of this method as a special case. Our calculations
confirm the presence of the Thomas peak in all the partial
transition cross sections, and hence the importance of
second-order nuclear-electronic transitions.

For transitions to a typical final orbital labeled by the
principal quantum number n, the s-state transition dominates
over the p-state transition, the p-transition dominates over
the d-state transition, and so forth. The differential cross sec-
tion magnitude decreases as the principal quantum number,
n, and/or the angular momentum quantum number, l, in-
creases. The l dependence of the cross sections is complex. It
is enhanced as the scattering angles get further from the Tho-
mas peak, either in the forward direction or at larger angles.
The 1s→1s transition dominates over all other possible final
transitions, and the simple n−3 scaling rule is also found to be
valid here. The agreement of the present results with experi-
mental data are generally good, to within the cited errors on
the measurements. However, some more work is still needed
for quantitative overall agreement between the absolute val-
ues of the calculated and the measured cross sections.
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APPENDIX A

The five terms appearing in the second-order charge trans-
fer FWL amplitudes are simplified in the momentum con-
figuration as follows:

AB1 = �f 	VPe	i
 = �2��3/2�i�− J� � dk f� f
*�k f�VPe�k f − K� ,

�A1�

Ae
�2� = �f 	TTeG0

�+�TPe	i


= �2��−3� dkidk f� f
*�k f��i�ki�

� TTe�k f + v,ki + k f − K;Ef�G0
�+��Ef�

�TPe�ki + k f + J,ki − v;Ei� , �A2�

An
�1� = �f 	TPT	i


=� dki� f
*�ki − v��i�ki�TPT��v − ki − J,�nv;E� ,

�A3�

An
�2a� = �f 	TTeG0

�+�TPT	i


= �2��−3� dkidk f� f
*�k f��i�ki� � TTe�k f + v,ki;Ef�

�G0
�+��E�TPT��nv + K − k f,�nv;E� , �A4�

An
�2b� = �f 	TPTG0

�+�TPe	i


= �2��−3� dkidk f� f
*�k f��i�ki� � TPT�k f − J

− ki,�nv;E�G0
�+��Ei�TPe�k f,ki − v;Ei� , �A5�

where the two-body off-shell transition operators corre-
sponding to the two-body interaction potentials VPT, VPe, and
VTe are TPT, TPe, and TTe, respectively. All other parameters
in Eqs. �A1�–�A20� are defined in Table I. The partial tran-
sition amplitudes can be evaluated using the explicit forms of
two-body off-the-shell T matrices, the free Green’s operator
for the total energy, and the initial and the final wave func-
tions. A simplified form of the modified-Coulomb two-body
off-shell T matrix, derived by Alston �26�, is

T�k,k�;�� = − 2�Q�Za,k;��Q�Za,k�;��fk,k���� , �A6�

where

Q�Za,k;�� = e��a/2��1 + i�a���2�n� − k2�/8�n��−i�a
,

fk,k���� = 2Zee2i�e
�8�n��−i�e

	k� − k	2i�e−2,

and Ze�a� is the effective �asymptotic� charge in the two-body
modified-Coulomb potential. The free Green’s operators for
the total energy, in Eqs. �A2�, �A4�, and �A5�, are, respec-
tively, related to scattering energies by

G0
�+��Ef� = �Ef − �ki + k f − K�2/2 + i��−1,

G0
�+��E� = �E − ��nv + K − k f�2/2�n + i��−1,

G0
�+��Ei� = �Ei − kf

2/2 + i��−1. �A7�

The wave function for the initial target state in momentum
space is

�i�ki� = Rnl�ki�Ylm�k̂i� , �A8�

where Rnl�ki� and Ylm�k̂i� are the radial and the angular
�spherical harmonics� parts, spherical harmonics, respec-
tively. In order to find the wave functions for the final pro-
jectile state in momentum space, one should replace the sub-
script i, n, l, and m by f , n�, l�, and m�, respectively.

a. First-order Born amplitude AB1

It is easy to show, from Schrödinger eigenvalue equation
for a two-body subsystem composed of P and e with inter-
action potential VPe and energy eigenvalues � f, that the
VPe�k f −K� which appears in Eq. �A1� is equal to
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VPe�k f − K� = − �4��3/2�K2

�
− 2� f���k f − K� , �A9�

in which � is the reduced mass of the specified subsystem
and is approximately equal to 1 a.u. for hydrogen atoms.
Inserting this expression into Eq. �A1� and integrating over
the three-dimensional Dirac delta function leads to Eq. �5�.

b. Second-order amplitude Ae
„2…

Substituting the two-body T matrices from Eq. �A6� into
Eq. �A2�, the second-order amplitude Ae

�2� becomes;

Ae
�2� = B� dkidk f� f

*�k f��i�ki��ki
2 − 2�i�−	P�kf

2 − 2� f�−	T��

+ 2ki · K − 2k f · J + i��−1−�, �A10�

where B is defined;

B = � 4

�
�2�ZPZTei����1 + 	P�2��1 − �P�

��1 + �P�

�
��1 + 	T�2��1 − �T�

��1 + �T�
� �4v2�2�−�P−�TJ−2+2�PK−2+2�T.

All the parameters are given in Table I. The six-dimensional
integral in Eq. �A10� has three brunch cuts in the complex
plane due to the presence of factors with noninteger expo-
nents. To avoid the cut lines and simplify the computations,
one introduces the integral representation �27�:

�−1−� =
1

��1 + ��
� �

0

�

dxx�e−�x; �A11�

Re��� � 0,

Re��� � � − 1� ,

into Eq. �A10� and therefore simplifying Eq. �A10� further as
follows:

Ae
�2� = B

exp�− i�1 + ���/2�
��1 + �� �

0

�

dxx�

�� dki�i�ki��ki
2 − 2�i�−	Pe2iki·Kx

�� dk f� f
*�kf��kf

2 − 2� f�−	Te−2ikf·Jx. �A12�

This is further simplified by a proper expansion of the expo-
nents in the second and third integrals and integration over
the angular parts of the momentums ki and k f. The result is

Ae
�2� = Blm,l�m��

0

�

dxx�eiax�
0

�

dkiki
2Rnl�ki�jl�kix��ki

2 − 2�i�−	P

��
0

�

dkfkf
2Rn�l��kf�jl�bkfx��kf

2 − 2� f�−	T, �A13�

where

Blm,l�m� = �4��2il−l��2K�−1−� �
exp�− i�1 + ���/2�

��1 + ��

� Ylm�K̂�Yl�m�
* �Ĵ� � B. �A14�

c. First-order amplitude An
„1…

By introducing appropriate two-body T-matrices from Eq.
�A6�, the first-order internuclear amplitude reduces to

An
�1� = B�� dki� f

*�ki − v��i�ki�	ki + J	−2−2,

���ki − v�2 − 2� f��ki
2 − 2�i��a

, �A15�

where

B� = 4�ZPZTei�a ��1 − a�2��1 + �
��1 − �

�4�nv2�−2a
.

The integrand in Eq. �A15� has two local maxima at ki ap-
proximately equal to 0 and v. Since the two maxima are well
separated in momentum space, the integrand is expanded
into two terms. Then, the first-order internuclear amplitude
would be simplified as follows:

An
�1� = �4��1/2B� � J−2−2�v2 − 2� f�a

� f
*�− v��l0�m0

��
0

�

dkiki
2Rnl�ki��ki

2 − 2�i�a
+ K−2−2�v2

− 2�i�a
�i�v��l�0�m�0�

0

�

dkfkf
2Rn�l��kf��kf

2 − 2� f�a� .

�A16�

The coefficients of the integrals are changed to single param-
eters:

C1f = �4��1/2B�J−2−2�v2 − 2� f�a
� f

*�− v��l0�m0

and

C1i = �4��1/2B�K−2−2�v2 − 2�i�a
�i�v��l�0�m�0

and the first-order internuclear amplitude is simplified as fol-
lows:

An
�1� = C1f�

0

�

dkiki
2Rnl�ki��ki

2 − 2�i�a
+ C1i�

0

�

dkfkf
2Rn�l��kf�

��kf
2 − 2� f�a

. �A17�

d. Second-order amplitude An
„2a…

The following expression can be derived, by substituting
the proper two-body T matrices from Eq. �A6� into Eq. �A4�,
for the first of second-order terms in the internuclear
amplitude;
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An
�2a� = C2�� dkidk f� f

*�k f��i�ki��ki
2 − 2�i�a

�kf
2 − 2� f�	T,

�A18�

for

C2� = − � 2

�
�ZPZT

2ei��a−	T� �
��1 − a�2��1 + �

��1 − �

�
��1 − 	T�2��1 + �T�

��1 − �T�

� �4�nv2�−2a
�2v�2�2	T−�T�v2�T−2

��1

2
v2 + � f�a−	T−1

K−2−2.

This term is further simplified by inserting the hydrogenic
wave functions into it, and evaluating the angular integrals as
follows:

An
�2a� = C2�

0

�

dkiki
2Rn�l��ki��ki

2 − 2�i�a

� �
0

�

dkfkf
2Rnl�kf��kf

2 − 2� f�−	T, �A19�

with C2=4C2��l�0�m�0�l0�m0.

e. Second-order amplitude An
„2b…

Similarly, for the second of the second-order terms in the
internuclear amplitude from Eq. �A5�, one finds

An
�2b� = C3�

0

�

dkiki
2Rnl�ki��ki

2 − 2�i�−	P

� �
0

�

dkfkf
2Rn�l��kf��kf

2 − 2� f�a
, �A20�

where

C3 = − 4� 2

�
�ZP

2 ZTei��a−	P���1 − a�2��1 + �
��1 − �

�
��1 + 	P�2��1 − �P�

��1 + �P�

� �4�nv2�−2a
�2v�2�2	P−�P�v2�P−2

��1

2
v2 + � f�a−	P−1

J−2−2�l�0�m�0�l0�m0.
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